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experience

Summer 2011 » Elmhurst, Illinois
Responsible for blue sky concept development based 
upon incorporating new technologies into existing products. 
Additionally, worked on U/I design, design research, and 
strategy for assorted projects.

The Chamberlain Group: Industrial Design Co-Op

Responsible for CMF library organization, internal website 
development, rapid concept generation, cost sensitive 
redesigns, and 3d modeling concept lighting as well as 
consumer electronic concepts. 

Winter 2012 » Elmhurst, Illinois

Whipsaw: Industrial Design Co-Op

Worked on and supported design for a variety of clients. 
Extensive CAD work, sketching, presentation prep, model 
making, and research.

Summer 2012 » San Jose, California

Freelance Designer

Brand Strategy, Demographic research and analysis, user 
interface design, information architecture, and other 
design tasks for several different clients.

Spring 2013 » Cincinnati, OH

Crown Equipment: Interaction Design Co-Op

Created information architecture, detailed wireframes and 
fleshed out visual concepts for both mobile devices as well 
as web based and desktop applications. 

Spring 2013 »New Bremen, Ohio
education University of Cincinnati  » Cincinnati, OH

Highland Park Highschool  » Highland Park, Il

College of Design, Art, Architecture, and Planning
B.S Industrial Design, expected graduation 2014
GPA: 3.9/4.0

Graduated June 2009
GPA: 4.10/4.0 [weighted]

Frog Design » 48 hour design charrette

Participated in a 2-day intensive charrette 
revolving around solving problems on UC's 
campus. Worked in groups of 6 with Frog Design

sponsored studios

skills rapid ideation; Alias Studiotools; Solidworks; Rhinoceros; 
Keyshot3; Adobe cs6; html & css; model making; design 
research; interface wireframing (omnigraffle, mock-ups, and 
animation); basic iOS development; information architecture 
development; Microsoft Office; thinking; fluent in Hebrew.

interests old maps and antiques, learning new skills, typography 
& type design, making music, arduino projects, 
collecting and listening to vinyl records, solving puzzles, 
sports, design blogs. 

recognition Alumni Scholarship
Palmer Scholarship
Cincinnatus Scholar
Deans List

2012
2010, 2011
all terms
all terms

daniel orbach
industrial designer
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a 1:1 computing solution that works for students
As integrating technology with the classroom becomes a stronger 
trend, the lack of a device that meets the needs of students is 
more and more apparent. How can a computer be designed to 
work with students, and not against them?
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Technology can assist education and improve student lives. 
but distractions are a drawback.

"I find myself on Facebook more 
than I do doing homework"
-seton highschool student

90% of students report that laptops have 
a positive impact on how much they learn 
from school. -DSST Laptop Usage Study n=500
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We found that distractions can be mitigated by 
compartmentalizing and distilling technology.

design requirements

durability

encourage focus

utility

enable learning

Throughout the research, student distraction was a 
major concern and worry. Can it be mitigated?

Kids are going to put the device through it’s paces. Can 
the construction facilitate minimal repair cost?

No classroom is the same. The device needs to translate 
across a variety of subject matter and environments.

A device can't enable anything if it isn't on. And if it's on, 
and students don't care to use it, it won't enable much.
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Contextualizing our requirements helped expose 
common problems students have every day.

teacher lectures in class

studying in library time to hand in homeworkuh-oh! laptop died. too many papers!outlet tree is full! late homework = bad grade

student gets distracted online teacher stops class to intervene

getting distracted online

battery running out losing track of assignments and homework

1

2 3
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Ideation around the problems we uncovered 
helped inspire new directions.

integrating handwriting

enabling sharing

finder interface

Teachers and students alike voiced 
a concern to maintain handwriting 
in some form. How could that be 
executed in an elegant way?

Students want to share data. 
Schools can't always meet 
network demands. A solution is in 
there somewhere!

Students need to keep 
organized, can a computer 
function as a planner too?
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Bridging the Gap
Using both traditional product and interaction 
development strategies helped create a cohesive 
design that worked together in  both the physical 
and digital realm.

interface development

paper prototyping and 
system architecture

refining forms

A key factor in development was helping to establish 
cohesion between the digital and physical user interfaces.

popup menu 
screen

notebooks loose notes
"stickies"

application
LED 

notebook

create new create new

"normal" word 
doc  post-it

write note

pin to "board"

visions

write paper

e-ink 
notebook

menu

plain ruled grid

write notes 
with stylus

open application

choose

choosec hoosec hoose

save

save export to LED
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12.5 Inch LCD

10.6 E-ink Display

Stylus Holster

Audio in/out

USB 3.0

Duality of form and function
When the laptop is closed, it functions as an 
E-Reader for textbooks, but when opened 
it is a fully functional laptop.

Introducing Lumen. A mobile computer 
that enables learning through dual displays.
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Lumen is different because it allows you to both take notes and 
read books on a secondary e-ink display.
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The limited features on the e-ink screen allow students to focus on 
what they're doing instead of multitasking and getting distracted

all features focus inWhen the computer is closed, students can take 
notes, and read textbooks. E-ink offers improved 
battery life and relieves eye strain, making it ideal 
for these activities.

full color books read booksinternet internetfull color b&wtyping and docs handwriting
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Lumen's other features make it easy for students to 
share their knowledge while protecting their device.

rework exploded view stylus and jump drive

removable battery

removable PU bumper

Dual display enclosure

A hidden stylus makes writing on 
e-ink a breeze, while a jumpdrive 
ensures sharing is easy as well.

If the e-ink display's addition to 
battery life isn't enough, students 
can carry a spare battery.

Bumpers come in a variety 
of colors and patterns to 
accommodate student tastes.

A single enclosure holds both an 
e-ink and an LCD display.
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Lumen's Explorer makes it easy to find the files you need. 
It knows your schedule, and highlights what's relevant.

a smarter finder
Finder knows what class you're in, 
and what class files were created for. 
You can then sort by this to find files 
and class assignments faster.

add your classes *not shown
At the beginning of the semester, 
students import their schedule, and 
the OS makes contextual decisions 
based on the information.

Windows + Metro
The OS was based off of Microsoft's 
Metro design language, but was 
explored and refined for students.

bookmark a screen state
Adding a bookmark saves all open 
applications and open windows, 
they can then be recovered later.

1

2

3

3

4

1

2
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lumen's implementation is built around a four point 
system: inform, afford, maintain, sustain.

inform schools about the system
This allows students to surf the internet, take 
notes, work on projects, and perform other 
tasks essential to education and developing 
computer literacy.  

make it affordable
Paying for lumen over the course of a four year 
highschool education makes the cost easier to 
swallow. It also brings down the cost of textbooks.

frosh soph jun sen

incentivizing preventative maintainence
Lumen incentivizes kids to maintain their 
computers by paying back part of the savings the 
school would make by not repairing their machine.

$

sustainable practices fuel growth
This allows students to surf the internet, take 
notes, work on projects, and perform other 
tasks essential to education and developing 
computer literacy.  
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LUMEN
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whisky for a new generation
Create packaging for a 21st Century Scotch whisky brand 
that challenges category convention and rituals and 
appeals to an international female consumer.

featured on:
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society has turned whisky into a man’s drink

MaleFemale

Gender Focused Branding

age of brand

1750

1881

1815

1946

2012

Opportunity lies here
Designing a Whisky brand and package to evoke 
the feminine while maintaining the traditional 
aspects of a drink in a modern package.
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preserving the 
integrity of the drink
Whisky has a distinct feel. It’s important to 
preserve that in the form of the bottle, and 
appearance of the drink.

integrating female 
market crossover
More women are drinking whisky then 
ever before. How can we include their 
image in the brand?

bringing the brand into 
the 21st century
How can this brand separate itself from 
the older imagery and typography on the 
shelves today?

ABCDEF 
GHIJKLM 
NOPQRS
TVWXYZ

design a more gender neutral whisky for the 21st century
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finding a physical directionhow can it stand out on the shelf ?
Many Whisky bottles have  outer packaging, and 
most are quite traditional. Some of the stand-outs 
used bright color, wax, glass, and other methods 
to catch attention.

While initially sketching was employed to find a 
direction, it eventually shifted into CAD, and refining 
the design digitally through iteration.

visiting stores helped fuel hand sketching and CAD ideation.
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SCOTCH WHISKY

distilled, blended, & bottled in Scotland 

AGED FIVE YEARS

750ml40%vol

A smooth, premium blend of 
highland and lowland whiskies 
sourced from small distilleries.E

ST

EVEN

Aluminum Stopper conveys quality and modernity.

The name Even communicates the smooth blend of 
whisky, as well as the number of years the drink is 
aged. Color of the V subtly mirrors the drink color.

Modern typography on the label communicates the 
modernity of the drink, and a break from tradition 
that contrasts with the more traditional form.

The broad shoulders on the bottle contrast with 
other smooth forms to create a form that is proud, 
but still ambiguous in its gender. 

Thick bottom conveys quality.

EVEN
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Get more out of your picnic
Preparing and cleaning up a picnic can be a big hassle. 
It's time to deliver a unique brand driven experience that 
streamlines the process while adding more value.
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let the users make it their own.
"Part of the fun of picnicking is people integrating 
their own objects and personality into it.”

could the blanket serve another function?
What if you didn't have to bring a blanket at all? 
Could there be a new alternate form of seating?

people don't want to deal with dirty plates
Many users commented on making plates 
disposable, or adding in a way to deal with dishes.

can the basket help prepare food?
“Food guides that give different, simple food selections that are 
easy to throw together. One container/basket that can hold all 
food whether it needs to be kept frozen, cold, or hot.”

+ + + =

picnic kits are great in theory. 
but in practice they rarely get reused.
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products on the market today are either too expensive, or add 
too little value to be worth it to consumers

competitive analysis user interviews

"what is a picnic to you?"

"what would you change about picnics?"

"what makes the picnic experience appealing for you"

Going on sites like Amazon and Bed Bath 
& Beyond helped show what consumers 
value in different types of kits.

looks like there's some room
over here!

I spoke with 5 potential picnic kit users 
to see what was on their wish list for the 
ultimate picnic experience.

High Perceived ValueLow Perceived Value

Low Cost

High Cost

“It’s good that you’re trying to think about the whole 
experience, but part of the fun of picnicking is people 
integrating their own objects and personality into it.”

“[I'd like to see] Something to make the packing or eating 
process easier - putting dirty plates back into a picnic 
basket isn’t the best."

“[A picnic to me is] Sharing a meal outside of a space 
traditionally observed as a meal sharing space.”
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the design requirements are based upon placing the product in 
an opportunity space with high perceived value.

design requirements

Prep and cleanup time should be kept to a minimum, 
and where they take place, should be assisted by the kit.

convenient

No one is going to blow 40+ dollars on a one time picnic 
kit. The kit should strive to maximize value.

high value

Many people have kits sitting in their basements, what if 
the kit could be useful even when you weren’t picnicking.

effective non-kit function

As a brand that represent everthing homey, pintrest-y and 
the occasional bit of insider trading, the picnic is a natural 
extension of Stewart's brand alignment.

brand alignment: Martha Stewart
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A modular cooler with various 
removable components. would 
be ideal for reuse.

cooler concept

What if the picnic basket could 
become the blanket? This 
concept was the strongest of the 
three main directions, and was 
well received by potential users.

bag to blanket concept

With the possibility that users don't 
want anything too different, this 
concept draws on the traditional 
picnic basket form.

picnic 2.0

Ideation uncovered the idea of dual functionality as a way to add 
value to the picnic experience
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Minimizing bag size while maximizing blanket space was a 
challenge that required many iterations to get right

Beginning with paper pattern models. Trasitioning to taping and folding a
blanket in a vareity of ways.

Final pre-sewing patterned mock up!
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MARTHA’S PICNIC KIT
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bring the bag out to the park unfasten the four buttons have a seat on the blanket!

The actual function of the bag is simple. All the 
user needs to do is unfasten four buttons to 
convert the bag into a blanket for sitting and 
enjoying a nice picnic.

Bag to Blanket

Martha's picnic tote transforms from a bag into a 
blanket in 3 simple steps

1 2 3
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MARTHA’S PICNIC KIT
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MARTHA’S PICNIC KIT
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THANK YOU!

BACK TO THE TOP!

please feel free to visit my website
 Danielorbach.com


